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The rights over immaterial goods, which includes
money as purchasing power, are more complicated.
The main source of income derived from rice, silk, and
sheep, is controlled by the head.   Thus money is
largely in his hand.   It is he who determines the buying
of implements and fertilizer, or the acquisition of new
land or a new house.   Theoretically, according to the
ideal system, other members, whenever they get money
from other sources, must hand it to the head;  and
when they need things must ask the head to buy them.
It is a very centralized economy.   But in practice the
earner usually reserves the whole or a part of his or her
earnings.   For instance, a girl who works in the
factory usually gives her wage not to her grandfather
but to her mother to save for her own future use.   A
daughter-in-law will consider her wage as her own.
If a daughter-in-law does not earn money directly, she
will ask for more than the real cost of the daily com-
modities and save the surplus.   In this way, she gets a
little saving of her own which is called sivon, her
" private room."   It is kept in secret but always
watched closely by her mother-in-law and consequently
becomes a source of conflict.
The daily expenditure of the household is paid from
the common source. But individual members may
have a sum each month as their pocket money for free
disposal. The main items such as taxes, wages, food,
clothes, and other services are controlled by the head.
Permission is necessary before any individual member
can execute any transactions of these kinds. They are
not allowed to secure loans. If a son, a bad one indeed
in the eyes of the villagers, is ia debt to somebody
secretly, his father may refuse to repay as long as he is
The son can ody pay back the loan when he

